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INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
The results in this paper were inspired by a recent work of Kadison [ 111 
where the study of so-called local derivations was initiated: a linear 
mapping 6 of an algebra A into an A-bimodule M is called a local deriva- 
tion if for each a in A, there is derivation 6, of A into M such that 
6(a) = 6, (a). The main purpose in the study of local derivations is to find 
the conditions which imply that a local derivation is a derivation [ll, 131. 
In this paper, we show that in certain algebras derivations can be charac- 
terized by some properties which local derivations trivially have. 
Let A be a *-algebra (i.e., an algebra with involution * ), and let 6 be a 
local derivation of A into an A-bimodule M. Let p be a projection in A. We 
claim that 
d(P) = J(P) P +p@p). (1) 
Indeed, we have 
(cf. [ 11, Lemma 11). Roughly speaking, our intention is to show that in 
certain *-algebras having many projections (e.g., von Neumann algebras) 
the only continuous linear mappings satisfying (1) for all projections are 
derivations. For a more precise statement we have to introduce some 
notation. Let A be a complex *-algebra. By P, we denote the set of all 
projections in A, and by H, we denote the set of all self-adjoint elements 
in A. Next, by DA we denote the set of those elements in A which can be 
represented as finite real-linear combinations of mutually orthogonal 
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projections. Thus we have P, ED, E H,. Recall that if A is a von 
Neumann algebra, then D, is norm dense in H,4. More generally, the same 
is true for A W*-algebras [12]. Our first theorem is 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a semiprime normed compiex *-algebra such that 
D, is dense in H,. If a continuous linear mapping 6 of A into itself satisfies 
(1) for all p E P, (in particular, if 6 is a local derivation), then b is a 
derivation. 
Using the fact that every derivation of a von Neumann algebra is inner 
[lo, 141 we see that Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem B in Kadison’s 
paper [ 111. We will also generalize the following Kadison’s result [ll. 
Theorem A]: Every norm-continuous local derivation of a von Neumann 
A into a dual A-bimodule M is a derivation. In particular, our next 
theorem, which is the central result of this paper, implies that Kadison’s 
theorem remains true if M is an arbitrary normed A-bimodule. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a von Neumann algebra and let M be a normed 
A-bimodzde. If a norm-continuous liizear mapping 6 of A into M satisfies (1) 
,for all p E P, (in particular, if 6 is a local derivation), then 6 is a derizlation. 
Remark 1. Let 6 be any linear mapping of an algebra A into an 
.4-bimodule M. Suppose 6 satisfies (1) for some projection p. A one-sided 
multiplication of (1) by p then clearly yields p6(p)p = 0. Conversely, 
assume that p6(p)p = 0 holds for all p E P,, and also that A has a unit 
element 1 and M is a unital A-bimodule. Replacing p by 1 -p it follows 
that b(p)=h(pjp+p6(p). Thus, in this case the condition pG(p)p=O, 
p E P,, is equivalent to the condition that ( I ) holds for all p E P,*. 
Recall that a derivation d of a *-algebra A is said to be symmetric if 
6(a*) = d(a)* for all a E A. We define a local symmetric derivation of A lo 
be a linear mapping, 6, of A into itself such that for any a in A, there is 
a symmetric derivation 6, of A satisfying 6(a) = 6,(a). Suppose A has a 
unit element 1, and denote by U, the set of all unitary elements in A. Pick 
~1 E U,. A local symmetric derivation 6 of A then satisfies 
b(u) U* + ZL~(U)* =6,(u) U* + u 6,,(u)* 
=6,(u) u* + z.4 b&4”) 
=s,(2424*)=6,(1)=0 
since any derivation maps 1 into 0. Thus we have 
6(u) = -u 6(u)“u. 
This observation presents a motivation for our last theorem: 
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THEOREM 3. Let A be a semisimple Banach *-algebra with unit element 
1. If a continuous linear mapping 6 of A into itself satisfies (2) for all u E U, 
and 6( 1) = 0 (in particular, if b is a local symmetric derivation), then 6 is a 
symmetric derivation. 
Remark 2. The assumption in Theorem 3 that 6( 1) must be 0 is 
not superflous. Namely, note that given any h, k E H,, the mapping 
6(.x) = ihx + ixk satisfies (2) for all u E U,. In general 6 is not a derivation 
unless h = -k, i.e., 6( 1) = 0. 
In the proofs of all three theorems we first show that the mapping under 
consideration is a Jordan derivation (that is, a linear mapping, 6, satisfying 
6(x2) =6(x) .x+.vS(x) for all x in A). Theorems 1 and 3 then follow 
immediately from the fact that every Jordan derivation of a 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring is a derivation [S, 21, while for our main result, Theorem 2, 
we still have some work to do. 
PROOFS 
In order to prove Theorems 1 and 2 we first establish 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a normed complex *-algebra. If a linear mapping b 
of A into a normed A-bimodule M satisfies (1) for all p E P,, then 
5(w*) = S(w) II’ + WC?(W) holds for all WE D,. Moreover, zfDA is dense in H, 
and S is continuous, then 6 is a Jordan derivation. 
ProoJ: Let p, q E P, be orthogonal. According to (1) we then have 
d(p) + d(q) = 4~ + 4) 
Consequently 
= &P + 4)(P + 4) + (P + 4) 4P + 4) 
= d(P) P +p S(P) + h(q) 4 + 4 6(q) 
+ d(P) 4 + 44) P + p&q) + 4 d(P). 
= ‘(P) + ‘(q) + ‘(P) q + ‘(q) P +P ‘(q) + q ‘(p)’ 
6(P) 4 + d(q) P +P d(q) + 4 d(P) = 0, P> qEP,,Pq=o. (3j 
Take 1~ ED,. Thus )I’ = C:=,ripi, where p,, p2, . . . . pr are mutually 
orthogonal projections and rlr r2, . . . . rn are real numbers. We have 
d(l.t?*)= 6 i rfp, = i rf 6(pj), 
( > i=l i=l 
while 
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= igl rt C6(Pi)Pi +Pi 6(Pi)) 
+ C rirj(s(pi)pj+6(pj)pi+pi6(pj)+pj6(p,)). 
icj 
Using (1) and (3) we see that 6(i~~) = 6(b~) V+ IV 6(1$1). 
NOW suppose that D, is dense in H, and that 6 is continuous. Then it 
follows that 6(h’) =6(h) h + h 6(h) holds for every h E H,. Linearizing this 
relation we get 
6(hk + kh) = S(h) k + b(k) h + h 6(k) + k 6(h) 
for all h, k E H,. Since each x in A can be represented as x = h + ik, h. 
k E H,, it follows at once that b is a Jordan derivation. 
Proof cf Theorem 1. By Lemma 1, b is a Jordan derivation. But every 
Jordan derivation of a semiprime complex algebra is a derivation [S, 21. 
Our next aim is to prove Theorem 2. In view of Lemma 1 it suffices 
to consider Jordan derivations of a von Neumann algebra A into an 
.4-bimodule. But first we will discuss a more general situation when A is an 
arbitrary ring. Jordan derivation of a ring .4 into an A-bimodule M is, 
of course, an additive mapping, say 6, of A into M, such that 6(a2) = 
6(a) a + ad(a). Note that 6 then satisfies 
6(ab + baj =6(a) b + a 6(b) + 6(b) a + b 6(a) forall a,bEA. (4) 
Suppose that M is 2-torsion free (i.e., 2m = 0, ~7 EM, implies trz = 0). 
Applying the equality 2aba = (a(ab + ha) + (ab + ba) a) - (a’b + ba”) one 
then proves that 
6(aba) = 6(a) ba + a 6(b) a + ab 6(a) for all a, b E A is) 
(cf. [9, Lemma 3.51). Following Herstein [9] we introduce the symbol, ab, 
for a, b E A, to mean 
ab = 6(ab) - 6(a) b - a 6(b). 
Of course, 6 is a derivation if and only if ab =0 holds for all a. b E A. 
We recall that in Theorem 2 we do not require any restrictions about the 
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A-bimodule M. The next lemma shows why we do not need to assume 
that M is unital. 
LEMMA 2. Let 6 be a Jordan derivation of a ring A into a 2-torsion free 
A-bimodule M. If A has a unit element 1 and if xyl = 0 holds for some x, 
y E A, then x-!’ = 0. 
Proof: According to (5), for any a E A we have 
6(a)=6(lal)=6(1)a+16(a)l+a6(1). 
Hence &XJJ) = 6( 1) xq’ + 1 ~(x:v) 1+ .XY 6( 1). By assumption, we have 
6(,vy) 1 = 6(x) J’ + 21 S(l>) 1. Consequently 
6(.X~)=6(1)X~+l @x)?:+XQ’) 1 +x)i6(1). 
Similarly we consider the expression 6(x) ,v + x 6(y): 
6(X)y+x6(y)=(6(1)X+16(.~)1+x6(1))) 
+x(&l)y+ 16(Y) 1 +y6(1)) 
==6(1)x~‘+16(x)~+2X6(1)~~+xs(y) 1+xy6(1). 
We have x6(l)y=.u(l 6(l) l)y=O (see Remark 1). Hence h(q)= 
~(x)J'+ x S(y), i.e., 9 = 0. 
We claim that a Jordan derivation 6 of a ring A into a 2-torsion free 
A-bimodule M satisfies 
abx[a, b] + [a, b] xab = 0 for all a, b, x E A. (6) 
This is proved in [6,2]; however, only the case in which 6 maps A 
into itself is considered there. Fortunately, the same proof works 
in this more general situation-one must compute the expression 
6((abj x(ba) + (baj x(ab)) = G(a(bxb) a) + G(b(axa) bj in two ways. We 
remark that the identity (6), or more precisely, the idea of its proof, has 
played an important role in our series of papers [24,6,7] on Jordan 
mappings. In this paper, we use (6) to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let b be a Jordan derivation of a ring A into a 2-torsion free 
and 3-torsion free A-bimodule M. Then 
&A[a, b] A[a, b] A[a, b] A[a, b] = 0 
for all a, b, c, dE A. 
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ProoJ: Replacing .Y by ~[a, b] y in (6) we get 
[a, b] x[a, b] yab= -abx[a, b] Jfu, b]. 
On the other hand, using (6) twice we see that 
[a, b] x( [a, b] Jab) = -([a, b] xub)y[u, b] = ubx[u, b] Jfu, b]. 
Comparing the last two relations we obtain 2abx[u, b] ?:[a,!~] =O. Thus 
ubx[u, b] Jfu, b] = 0 for all a, b, x, y E A (71 
since we have assumed that il-rl is 2-torsion free. Note that the mapping 
(a, 6) t-+ ub is biadditive. Therefore, replacing b by b + nc in (7), where 6, 
c E A and n is an integer, it follows that 
n(ubx[a, b] y[a, c] + ubx[u, c] y[u, b] + u’x[u, b] y[u, b]) 
+ n2(ubx[u, c] ~[a, c] + u=x[u, b] y[u, c] 
+ dx[u, c] y[a, b]) = 0 
First let II = 1, and then n = - 1. Comparing the two relations so obtained, 
we arrive at 
ubs[u, b] y[u, c] + ubx[a, c] y[u, b] + ucx[u, b] ~[a, b] = 0. 
Multiply this relation from the right by ~[a, b]. Noting that (7) implies 
that the first two summands are then zero, we get 
uCx[u, b] ~[a, b] ~[a, b] = 0 for all a, b, c, x, y, z E A. (8) 
Substitute a + nd for a, where a, d E A and IZ is an integer; taking n = 1, 
n = - 1, and n = 2, and then using the assumption that M is 2-torsion free 
and 3-torsion free, one obtains easily that 
d’xCu, b] ~‘[a, b] ~[a, b] + ucx[d, b] ~[a, b] z[u, b] 
+ u=-~[u, 61 y[d, 61 ~[a, b] + u’x[u, b] y[u, b] z[d, b] ==O 
According to (8), the multiplication of this relation from the right by 
~[a, b] gives d’x[u, b] ~[a, b] ~[a, b] ~[a, b] =O. The lemma is thereby 
proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a noncommutative simple ring with unit elemem 
1. Let M be a Z-torsion free and 3-torsion free A-bimodule. If 6 is a Jordan 
derivation of A into M, then 6 is derivation. 
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ProoJ: Pick a, b E A such that [a, b] # 0. Since A is simple, it is 
also prime; therefore there exist the elements y, z, HIE A such that 
u = [a, 61 ~[a, b] z[a, b] w[a, 6]# 0. By Lemma 3 we have d’AuA = 0 for 
all c, do A. Since A is simple, it follows that $1 = 0, and therefore, & = 0 
by L.emma 2. That is, 6 is derivation. 
Let A be a ring. By Z( [A, A]“), where IZ is a positive integer, we denote 
the ideal of A generated by all [a, 6]“, a, b E A. Our interest for these ideals 
lies in the fact that the ideal Z( [A, A14) appears naturally in Lemma 3- 
namely, if ;4 has a unit element, then it follows from the statement of 
Lemma 3 that d”Z( [A, A]“) = 0 for all c, tin A. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit element. Then Z( [A, A]“) = A 
for ever)? positive integer II if and only if there is no multiplicative linear 
jiinctionals on A. In particular, a von Neumann algebra with no abelain 
central summands has these properties. 
Remark 3. L.emma 4 is a generalization of our recent result 
[S, Lemma 2.61 which states that Z( [A, A]) = A if A is a von Neumann 
algebra with no abelain central summands. If one looks at the proof of this 
result one sees that it can be easily adapted to prove the following: If A is 
a von Neumann algebra with no abelian central summands then there exist 
elements a,, u2. . . . . a, E A such that [a,, a,]‘+ +[a,, udlz + a7[a5, a,]’ 
= 1, and the elements [a,, az12, [a,, a41z and [us, u,12 are projections. 
Hence one concludes that even the left ideal generated by all [a, b]“, a, 
b E A, where n is a (fixed) positive integer, is equal to A. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose there is a multiplicative linear functional cp 
on A. Then we clearly have q(Z( [A, ;4])) = 0, which shows that Z( [A, A]) 
cannot be equal to A. 
Suppose Z( C-4, A]“) #A for some integer n. Thus J, the uniform closure 
of Z( [A, A]“), is also a proper ideal of A. Consider the C*-algebra B = ,4/J. 
We have [u, v]” = 0 for all u, ~1 E B. In particular, [ih, k]” = 0 for all h, 
k E H,; since [ik, k] E H, it follows from this relation that [ih, k] = 0. But 
then B is a commutative C*-algebra and so there are multiplicative linear 
functionals on B. But then there are also multiplicative linear functionals 
on A. The lemma is thus proved. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit element. Suppose there 
is no multiplicative linear functionals on A. Zf 6 is a Jordan derivation of A 
into an A-bimodule M, then 6 is a derivation. 
Proo$ By Lemma 3 we have rl”Z( [A, Ai4 j = 0 for all c, de A. Lemma 4 
then tells us that $1 = 0, and therefore, d = 0 by Lemma 2. 
We are now in a position to prove our main result. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 1, 6 is a Jordan derivation. Therefore 
Lemma 3 implies that 
xJI( [A, A]“) = 0 for all -Y, J’ E A. (91 
Let p be a central projection such that pA is of type I, and (1 -p) A 
contains no abelain central summands. By Lemma 4 it follows that 
1 -p E I( [A, AId). Thus (9) yields 
x’(l-p)=O for all s, J’ E A. (10) 
Our next goal is to show that ‘Y; = 0. Pick x E A and q E P, npA. 
According to (5) we have 
b(p) = G(qxq) =6(q) ,rq + q 6(x) q + q.r b(q). 
Since q.u 6(q) q = xq &q) q = 0 (Remark l), it follows that 
6(qx) q = 6(q) xq + q 6(x) q. 
That is, q-‘q = 0 for all x E A and all q E P, n pA. Replacing q by p - q in 
this relation we obtain (p” - q-‘)(p - q) = 0, i.e., p”p - q-‘p -pxq + q’p = 0. 
But q’q = 0 and p”p = 0, and the latter implies that p.‘q = p”pq = 0 as well. 
Thus we have q-‘p = 0, and therefore, q”1 = 0 by (10). But then L.emma 2 
tells us that q-‘= 0. Thus 6(qx) = 6(q) x + q S(x) holds for all x E A and all 
q E P,d npA. Hence I = a(u j x + u b(x) for all x E A and all u in pA 
which are finite linear combinations of projections in pA. Since the set of 
all such elements is norm dense in ~‘4, and since 6 is norm continuous, it 
follows that I = S(c)x + c 6(x) holds for all .X E .4 and all c EPA. By (4) 
we then also have @xc) = 6(x) c + s 6(c), x E A, c ~p,4. Therefore, given .r, 
1~~~4, we have G(xyp) =6(xy)p +-XI’ S(p). On the other hand, since 
yp~pA, we have b(,u)p) = 6(x(yp)) = b(x) J’p + s 6(yp) = 6(x) yp -I- 
x 6(y) p + xyd(p). Comparing the two expressions so obtained for 6(xyp) it 
follows that ~‘3 = 0. Combining this relation with (10) we arrive at xYl = 0 
for arbitrary x, J’ E A. Hence x4‘= 0 by Lemma 2. This means that b is a 
derivation. 
We conclude the paper with the proof of our last theorem. This proof is 
rather short: 
Proof of Theorem 3. Pick h E H,. For every real t we define 
F(t) = d(eirh). (111 
Since the involution on a semisimple Banach algebra is continuous 
[l, p. 1911 it follows that eith E U,. By hypothesis we then have 
F(l) = -eith (yj(eifh)*eifh. (121 
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From (11) we see that F’(0) = i 6(h). On the other hand, applying (12) 
and the assumption 6( 1) = 0, we obtain E”(0) = - 6(ihj* = i 6(h)*. Thus 
6(/1)=6(h)* holds for an arbitrary he H,. This yields that 6(x*)=6(x)* 
for all x EA. 
By (11) we have F”(O) = -6(/z’). On the other hand, using (12) and 
the fact that 8(eirh)* = 6((eih)*) = 6(e-““), one shows that F”(O) = 
- 2h 6(h) + 6(h2) - 2k b(h). Comparing we get S(l2’) = b(h) h + h @/I). 
Now, as in the proof of Lemma 1, linearizing the last relation it follows 
easily that 6 is Jordan derivation. But then 6 is a derivation [2, 8, 151. 
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